
 

 

 

Call to action: Support American Rail Investment Today 

Amplify the need for rail infrastructure investment. Promote this 

important message now, calling on Congressional leaders to pass a 

comprehensive infrastructure spending bill. 

All posts meet Twitter’s character limit of 257 characters, and can also be used on LinkedIn and 

Facebook 

Hashtags & Handles 
#AmericanMade 
#infrastructure  
#MovingBeyond 
#TransformingtheEveryday 
#TeamSiemens 

 
@SiemensMobility 
@SiemensUSA 
@PeteButtigieg 
@POTUS 
@JoeBiden 
@WhiteHouse 

  @Siemens_Mobility 

 @SiemensMobility 
 

 

General Investing in Infrastructure  

Investment in the future of U.S. rail is an investment in American jobs and sustainability. For every $1 

billion invested in rail 24,000 jobs are created. Investing in #infrastructure is an investment in our future, 

and our economy can only benefit.  

Today 40 of the largest 100 U.S. cities do not have passenger #rail. We have competitors all over the 

world that have invested in next generation rail, and we have to match that investment. #AmericanMade 

#infrastructure    

21st century rail is intelligent and sustainable and will be a driver of economic development and 

connection across America, creating 24,000 new jobs for every $1 billion dollars invested. The time to 

invest in rail is now!  

 

Investing in American Rail – Video 1 

The power of the past is the force of the future. Investing in #rail today will renew America through high-

wage, high-skill jobs to build #infrastructure with #sustainable solutions to address our #transportation 

crisis.  

We’ve underinvested in American #infrastructure. Our networks have shrunk, congestion has prevailed, 

and we have fallen behind other nations. Investing in #rail today will renew America as the land of 

opportunity and get our nation back on top.  

Investing in #rail today will renew America as the land of opportunity, building #infrastructure that will 

move goods more quickly and connect people to new possibilities. #AmericanMade  
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Digital Transformation – Video 2  

Right now there is a #digital transformation underway. Brand new technologies are being brought into all 

types of market segments. Investing in digital jobs will help Americans solve problems that have not been 

solved before. #infrastructure     

We are on the forefront of a #digital transformation and we must match the investment of our global 

competitors in next generation rail. Built with excellence, built with pride, and built in America. Investing in 

rail is an investment in our future.  

American workers are on the forefront of technology, trying to solve problems that have not been solved 

before and manufacturing things that will make the world a better place. Investing in #rail is an investment 

in the American worker. #AmericanMade  

 

Supply chain adds jobs across U.S. – Video 3 

Built with excellence and built with pride; procuring and purchasing goods and services made and 

delivered right here in the United States is an investment in our country’s future. #AmericanMade 

#infrastructure    

It doesn’t get more #AmericanMade than a family-owned business started in a basement and passed 

down through generations, procuring and purchasing goods and services made and delivered right here 

in the United States.  

Procuring and purchasing goods and services made and delivered right here in the United States is an 

investment in our future. From supplier to business to consumer, these Americans are creating the legacy 

of U.S. #rail for future generations.  

 

Manufacturing jobs are critical to economy – Video 4 

Built by dedication, this country takes great pride in the products we produce. #Manufacturing is at the 

heart of our economy and it is hard working Americans at the forefront. An investment in rail is an 

investment in our future.  

#Trains don’t just move passengers and commuters. They make our economy competitive and bring 

employment to our #cities. Rail provides great opportunity for Americans, and the time to invest in our 

country’s #infrastructure is now.  

There is huge untapped potential for rail growth in the United States. If we expand #rail #manufacturing 

across the country, we can bring long term employment opportunities at all skill levels. That’s why rail is a 

great investment for America’s future.  


